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Audio   description   (in   33   languages),   ASL   video,     
video   for   children,   simplified   text   

  

Example   1:    Painting   by    Winslow   Homer   “ Breezing   Up   (A   Fair   Wind) ”    1873-1876    

  
             Public   domain   image                                                 NaviLens   tag   

1. Using   the    NaviLens   app    to   hear   an   audio   description   in   English   written   and   performed   by   
Karen   Jackson   -   from   her    A   Long   Look   Podcast    “ Breezing   Up   (A   Fair   Wind)   by   Winslow   
Homer ”   or   to   read   or   hear   a   description   of   this   artwork   in   any   of   33   languages.     

2. Using   the    NaviLens   GO   app**    to   experience     
a. Multimedia   view:   Information   about   this   artwork   from   the   NGA   and   Karen   

Jackson’s   podcast   &   blog:   “ Breezing   Up   (A   Fair   Wind)   by   Winslow   Homer ”   
b. Sign   language   (ASL)   video   produced   by   the   NGA:    Breezing   Up,   Homer   (ASL)   
c. Easy   reading   version:   Simplified   text   in   English   (or   the   language   your   phone   is   

set   to):    Homer   -   Breezing   Up   -   Easy   to   Read   text   
d. Content   for   kids:   A   YouTube   video   from   the   NGA   appropriate   for   children:   

Breezing   up   (A   Fair   Wind)   
e. Pictograms   -   I   haven’t   created   these   for   this   painting   but   NaviLens   offers   

pictograms    as   an   option   for   Functional   Diversity.   

  

  

*    Important :   You’ll   need   to   display   this   page   on   a   computer   or   else   print   out   this   page   and   then   scan   one   of   the   tags   with   either   NaviLens   
GO   or   NaviLens   on   your   smartphone.    On   screen    -   you   may   need   to   enlarge   the   page   or   scroll   it   so   that   only   1   NaviLens   tag   is   visible   at   a   
time.    On   paper    -   cover   up   all   but   one   NaviLens   tag   -   Post-it®   Notes   are   helpful   for   this.     

  
On   printed   versions   of   this   and   similar   documents   I   recommend   using   a   3D   pen   (like   this   one:     3MYNT3D   3D   Pen   Pro    -   $60)   with   TPU   
(flexible)   filament   like   this   ( Overture   TPU   filament    -   $25)    filament    to   draw   a   tactile   line   above   where   the   Post-Its   should   go   to   help   blind   or   
visually   impaired   people   access   this   document   and   the   NaviLens   tags   on   it.   TPU   filament   is   flexible   and   sticks   really   well   to   paper   -    much   
better   than   PLA   or   ABS   filament.   A   scanned   image   of   this   document   showing   accessible   features   added   is   here:    pdf   -   NaviLens   -   Art   NGA.   

**   Get   the   2   NaviLens   apps:    NaviLens   GO   app   -   iOS    or    NaviLens   GO   app   -   Android         NaviLens   app   
  

      Important:    In   NaviLens   GO:   Click   on   Settings   (blue   gear)   and   then   turn   on   Functional   Diversity.                     Last   updated:   15   June   2021   
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